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Research in inorganic photochemistry has expanded enormously in scope and importance, especially in the past
decade. The development was encouraged by Balzani and
Carassiti in their exhaustive monograph ( I ) on the photochemistry of coordination compounds that just preceded the
decade. The only other major reference is that edited by Ad:IIIISCDII
and t'lw<ha11c.r z I m n rqm.s<.nts1 1 1 ~ ..~ru:iri~m31 the
herinnin. . i r h t 1r;4,1 drr.<dc. J1.m rr <.t 111 w r k I~nz;tpp~arwI
as&ie& ( 3 ) and original research. As to the experimental
aspects of inorganic photochemistry, nothing has been puhlished outside of original papers. The monumental early work
by Calvert and Pitts (4) deals mainly with the problems of the
photochemistry of organic molecules in the gas phase, hut is
also out-of-date.
In the following, the basic principles of inorganic photochemistry, as we now understand them, are explained as an
introduction to the subject. The behavior of an electronically
excited molecule with an extremely short lifetime has a
number of features that diverge from those of ordinary
chemical species. In part this is because only very fast reactions can participate. Such molecules, by virtue of their electronic excitation, have an excess of free energy above equilibrium that is sufficient to cause bond runture and other
differ from those of eithe; physical photoEhemistry (frequently low pressure gas phase) or organic photochemistry
(solution reactions with ultraviolet irradiation). Most inorganic photochemistry deals with aqueous solution reactions
in which the primary absorber has an intense color and is excited hv visible radiation. Suecial techniques of inorganic
photochemistry are included in the second part of the following discussion.
Principles
Photochemical action is the result of absorption of visible
or ultraviolet light
. bv. molecular systems. Absorption of infrared and microwave radiation is nmmally excluded from the
subject because the energy per photon is too small to cause
photoreaction, although hoth multiphoton IR excitation and
a microwave discharge do cause reaction. In the following
sections, we considerthe properties of light itself, the interaction of light with molecular systems, the nature of the resulting excited molecules, and finally their physical and
chemical reactions.
Light

The duality of light is important to photochemistry. On one
hand, the color of light is determined by its wavelength as a
fundamental property, while, from the photochemical
standpoint, it is the energy of a particle of light, a photon, that
is the important consideration. The two are related by the
fundamental equation
where Xis the wavelength, E is the energy per photon (in ap-
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nm, so that an einstein (one mole of photons) represents about
300
-~~ to 170 kJ mol-I. , resoectivelv.
.
- , a t these extremes. Lieht can
he polychromatic, with a distrihution of photons of different
wavelensths.
u
, or monochromatic. with its distribution limited
to one wavelength or, more realistically, a narrow range of
wavelengths. It may also, if monochromatic, he coherent, with
all of the light in phase, as from a laser, or incoherent, as from
ordinarv" lieht sources. Although the wavelength distribution
is important for photochemistry, so far, at least, the coherence
has not played much of a role.
~~

~~

~

~

Absorption of Light
Of fundamental importance is the Beer-Lamhert Law of
absorption, in which the absorbance, Ahs, of a material with
a light path length 1 is related to the concentration, c, of ahsorbant
Abs = log,o(l,,ll,) = rcl

(2)

with I, and It the incident and transmitted intensities, respectively. The molar extinction coefficient, f , also referred
to as the molar absorptivity, is a function of wavelength of the
incident light. The Beer-Lambert Law cannot he obeyed if the
incident light is polychromatic over a range in which r is not
constant. Further, if there are equilibria in the system so that
the concentration of ahsorhing species is not proportional to
the stoichiometric concentration, again the Law will not he
.

The total ahsorhance, if there are two ahsorhing species
present, is just the sum of the absorbances of the iidividual
com~onents.The fraction of light, f,, ahsorhed hy one of these
species is given by
fl

=

€IC,(€IC~

+ w2)-l

(3)

provided the above conditions for the validity of the BeerLamhert Law are met.
The intensity of light ahsorhed is not just the difference
between I , and It. Absorption and reflection of windows and
absorption by solvent or non-active species may also have to
be taken into account. Thus actinometrv, the measurement
of the ahsorhed light intensity, is one of the more difficult
aspects of the experimental photochemistry.
Absorution S ~ e c t r a

species. Each excited state has a unique energy relative to that
of the ground state, the zero-zero energy, although there are
representing a transition to a different electronic state.
Polyatomic molecules can have, in addition, vibrational and
rotational energy in each of their electronic states. Since the
size and shape of the molecule will, in general, he different in
each electronic state, the Franck-Condon effect ( 5 )leads to
broad hand molecular spectra, with or without superposed
vibrational structure on each band. The Franck-Condon efVolume 60 Number 10 October 1983
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state with the size and shape of the ground state, and thus has
vibrational excitation. Reference to Fiaure
- 1for a "diatomic"
case illustrates the principle.
The absorption hand for a given transition from around
state to excited state may he smooth for one of two reasons.
Either the vibrational structure is so rich that the vihronic
levels form an apparent continuum, or else the excited state
has an extremely short lifetime, so that the vibronic levels are
broadened according to the Uncertainty Principle ( 6 )and thus
overlap completely. In the extreme of an excited state that is
dissociative,vibrational levels become translation and are thus
continuous.
is fully allowed by the principles of quantum mechanics, the
extinction coefficient at the band center is large; if the transition is forbidden, r,,, will be small. Figure 2 shows the
spectrum of Co(NH3)5Br2+ with structureless bands of high
intensity at 250 nm in the ultraviolet, f,, = 20,000 M-' cm-',
and low intensity in the visible at 550 nim, r,, = 50 M-' cm-'.
Other transitions to the red of 550 nm are too weak to he detected in absorption.
The integrated extinction coefficient for one hand in the
spectrum, .rr(F)dF and other similar functions, are directly
r&ted I<,the t n t i s i r i o n prc h n l > ~ l i t~.ar~ine,~rin:
\
t h e upper nnil
lc,uer x:ittts. 'l%rre8.111r~ecJ
UIme t r m s i r ~ , , prd~ahilit)~
~~
is just
the lifetime the upper state would have~withrespect to
spontaneously emitting a photon and reverting to the ground
state in the absence of all other possible processes. Although
there are detailed treatments of this subject, the relationship
is not exact so that the approximation for the radiative rate
constant, k , (71,
is useful for estimation of the natural or intrinsic lifetime, T,,
of the excited state. In eqn. (4) the integration over the band
is replaced by the product of em., and the width of the hand
at half height in wavenumbers (cm-I), AV, As discussed below,
the natural lifetime represents only the maximum possible
lifetime for an excited state. Other processes can contribute
to make the lifetime appreciably shorter, as is most frequently
the case in inorganic systems.
Among those transitions that are nearly fully allowed are
charge transfer and intraligand. Charge transfer is either
metal-to-ligand (CTML) or ligand-to-metal (CTLM), in
which an electron can be renresented as beine transferred
from one orbital to another localized in different regions of the
molecule without net spin chanee (to the extent that suin is
a "good quantum n u h e r . T ~ i sSless so the greater the
atomic number of the metal ion. Similarlv. intraliaand
- transitions are allowed transitions such as 7-n*.In the example
in Firure 2 the transition at 250 nm is CTLM, with r,., =
20,007)M-' cm-', AF = 6000 cm-1, B = 40,000 cm-'. Therefore
the natural lifetime of the excited state is ahout 2 ns. The actual lifetime is not known, but is probably in the ps range, a
factor of one thousand shorter.
The other transition in the spectrum in Figure 2 at 550 nm,
= 50 M-' cm-', AT = 3000 cm-', and V = 18200 cm-',
has f,
therefore r , has a value of about 6 ps. This again must be very
much longer than the actual lifetime, although it has not yet
been measured either. This latter transition is a "ligand field"
transition, that is, the orhitals involved are both metal ion
localized. In this particular case, the transition is from a 'A1
ground state (tZE6)to a '7'' excited state ( t z p 5 e , * ) . Since both
of these states arise by ligand field splitting of the same free
ion state, they are Laporte rule forbidden. The electrostatic
theory of Tanabe and Sugano (81, illustrated for this desystem
in Figure 3 assuming octahedral symmetry, gives the energies
of the various excited states as a function of a ligand field
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Figure 1. Franck-Condon effect for absorption and emission (a)for excited state
and ground state having different internuclear distances andlor band angles.
and (b) for excited state and ground state of the same geometry and sire.

Figure 2. The absorption spectrum of Co(NH&Br2+ in B~UBDUS~olution

splitting parmeter, lODq or A. Note that an octahedral d 6
complex with weak ligands can have a t2g+g*2 ground state
(5T2), e.g., Co(H20)83+.However, most dQomplexes have
singlet ground states.
Excited State Physical Processes

Since photochemical reactions of inorganic molecules are
generally carried out in liquid solution, the absorbing species
is in intimate contact with the surrounding solvent. At the
instant of absorption of light, molecules are formed in nonequilibrium vibrational states (Franck-Condon effect). Internal conversion leading to equilibration of the vibrational
energy with the substrate is fast. As collisions between the
vibronically excited molecule and solvent occur a t about 1012
s-1, unless there is some extremely rapid competing process,

Figure 3. A simplified Tanabe-Sugano diagram for an octahedral dBion. The
energy of each state is given as the dimensionless quantity EIBas a function
01 the dimensionless DqlB (10Dq = A. the ligand field splining parameter, and
B is one of the Racah oarametersl. Some of the free ion states are shown an
the ordinate

we can expect that equilibration, to form a thermally eqnilibrated excited state (91,will commonly follow absorption of
light. There are a few experiments which do indicate an effect
of vibrational energy on subsequent processes (10).
The emission of a photon was mentioned above as the
process that determines the natural lifetime. We distinguish
two emission processes as phosphorescence and fluorescence
according to whether or not there is a spin quantum number
change associated with the transition. A change of spin
quantum number makes a further prohibition on the transition probability; the phosphorescence natural lifetime is
longer than it would otherwise be. Even if spin is not quite a
"good" quantum number a forbiddeness still applies. In either
case, the transition leading to emission of a photon must occur
from a thermally equilibrated state; natural lifetimes are always appreciably longer than the collision rate in condensed
mediums. The Franck-Condon effect applied to such transitions from these states indicate that excited vibrational levels
of the ground state will he formed (see Fig. 1).Thus, the energy of maximum emission will be smaller than that of the
maximum of absorption. This Stokes' shift means that
emission occurs on the red side of absorntion.. .
arovided that
the emission and absorption bands correspond to the same
transition. An examole is shown in Fieure 4: fluorescence (12.6
kK) is shifted to 16.3 kK in absorptyon, phosphorescence a t
14.3 kK is not shifted (11).
Another very fast process that can occur is for upper electronic excited states to revert soontaneuuslv to lower excited
states or even to the ground state, with the d(fference in energy
converted into vibrational energy in the lower state and then
into heat. This process is called internal conversion if the spin
states are the same. Evidence for this t v ~ of
e process lies in
the absence of an excitation wavelength effeEt on a photochemical reaction over several absorption bands as in the case
of C r ( ~ r e a ) (12).
~ ~ +I t is sometimes assumed, although there
are few concrete data on which to base the assumotion, that
internal conversion can occur rapidly down to thelowest excited state of the same spin as the ground state. Certainly,
internal conversion from the lowest excited state of ground
state spin does occur slowlv enough
. for other relatively fast
processes to compete easily.
Spontaneous reversion to an excited state of different spin
to that of the ground state (and differing by AS = 1) is called
intersystem crossing, by analogy with the organic photochemists' singlet-triplet crossing (13). Such spin-forbidden
states as these usually lie close in eneray to a spin-allowed
state, and since the extinction coefficient for the spin-forbidden transition will be much smaller than that of the corresponding spin-allowed, the spin-forbidden transition is often
masked in absorption. The excited state can therefore usually
be populated only by intersystem crossing, rather than by
direct absorption of light. The example in Figure 4 shows some
interesting relationships between absorption in spin-allowed
and spin-forbidden transitions and the corresponding luminescences of fluorescence and ohosnhorescence i l l ) . In this
particular case, C r ( ~ r e a ) ~ 3thkre
+ , islittle Stokes9'shiftin the
spin-forbidden transition (both states belong to the same
electron configuration of tze3). A Stokes' shift of 3700 cm-'
for the snin-allowed transition occurs since there is a nromotion of an electron from a non-bonding n orbital to an antibonding orbital o* (tzg3 t2g2eg*)These processes are illustrated in Figure 5 by means of a Jablonski diagram (141,
showing the relationships of the various excited states for
Cr(urea)63+.

-

Excited State Chemical Processes
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-

Figure 4. Absorption and emission of Cr(urea)$+, illustrating the mirror image
relationship between fluorescence ( I T 2
and phosphorescence (*E
QA,)
and their corresponding absorption bands.

Inorganic com~lexesin excited states undergo
- a number of
different chemical reactions. These are sometimes the counteroart of thermal reactions, but, in manv cases the photochemical pathway is anti-thermal, distinitly different from
that of the thermal reaction.
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The most common photochemical reaction is a replacement
of one ligand by solvent, particularly by water. This reaction
has been studied extensively for a variety of thermally inert
complexes such as those of Cr(II1) and Co(II1). There are
empirical rules (15) as well as theoretical predictions (16)as
to which ligand is replaced in low symmetry octahedral complexes, particularly where the thermal and photochemical
reactions give different products. The stereochemistry can also
he different for photo and thermal reactions (17,181.
Photo reactions of Cr(II1) have been attributed to the lowest
in Oh symmetry) as well that
excited state of spin 312 (4T2,
of spin 112 PE,) in different proportions, depending on the
particular complex (19,20). The question of whether the latter
state is itself reactive or undergoes "back" intersystem
crossing to the 4T28state prior to reaction is still not resolved
to everyone's satisfaction (21,221.
In the case of Co(II1) complexes, the situation is more
complicated since there is also a fairly efficient redox reaction
that can assume importance at short wavelengths (23). Since
the electronic transition in this region is CTLM, it is not
surprising that a Co(I1) species and an oxidized form of one
ligand should result, particularly as the formation of labile
Co(I1) will he irreversible.
I t is true, however, that in these examples not only is the
mechanism for the reaction poorly understood, but often it
is not even known what the reactant is in the sense of which
excited state is involved. One of the few "handles" by which
the excited state can he followed is that of luminescence.
tion. In fact, many are not luminescent at all

Excited State Bimolecular Reactions
There are bimolecular anation reactions that are similar to
nhotosolvation. However, they have been little studied he,.:iu,e high c~enceittr3i1~m<
d the 1.111t.r111g liwml ,lrv requirtd
111 t d c r t , tnter.ept thy ;li..rt-li\.vd excitt <I .;111te.
0 1 C~ n,id6r;$I.l, ,pait.r ~mpcrr,ancv ,$ret w u hndecU.3r
rtw tim-: vnlrxy trali.i* r . , i d clt, 1r.m imn-rrr. Tht. iurmer
i3 ,I ph\si,d 1~rwe.si l l n h 1 ~thrt~tgh
4~
,.$mt.ict, can vxt-ited *tat?
~ncolcsulriatniicr- 11- ~ x c : t a ~ i or in1 ~ r 7 \I,, :~notlwrditwrt~it
m~rle,~.~lt..'l'lit
.;,ttt r III\IIIYV. t Ira tr,,n tri~iiilerIr(m c)r ti) lllc
I
excited nlolwulv i~ndciniiiltancou- r e d ~ ~ c .t,rt ~I I S~~~( ~i: I~I I O L~i
another separate species in the solution.
From the standpoint of the absorbing molecule, energy
transfer leads to a quenching of the excited state. This normallv follows a Stern-Volmer mechanism (24), in which a
6, with the extent of quenching proportional to the concentration of the quenching species (25).
From the point of view of the quenching species, its reactions are sensitized by the energy transfer process. In this way
a molecule can he caused to undergo photochemical reaction
by light in a region of wavelengths in which it does not absorb.
The limitation to energy transfer is that the acceptor (of energy) molecule must have an excited state that lies lower than
that of the donor. In addition, the actual lifetime of the donor
must be sufficiently long for the two species to come together.
Commonlv.
* , the donor and acceptor interact rapidly once they
are in contact, hence energy transfer is us&lly diffusioncontrolled with a rate constant of about 108 to 109 M-'s-'
(26). Energy transfer can still occur if the acceptor excited
state lies somewhat ahove that of the donor, but then the reaction rate is less than diffusion-controlled and such processes
are of lesser imwortance.
In the past few years, electron transfer has assumed great
importance for its role in possible solar energy applications.
For example, the phosphorescent excited state molecule,
R u ( h.~"v-) ~ 2with
+ , an energy of about 200kJ mol-' ahove that
of the ground state, becomes a very reactive species. Consider
the case of the Ru(I1)-Ru(II1)redox couple
~

~

The Ru(I1) species is a very poor reducing agent. Substitute
the excited state of Rn(I1) in reaction (5)

and the excited state molecule is now a powerful reductant
(27). Not only that, hut the excited state molecule is also an
excellent oxidizing agent, and thus can accept an electron from
rather poor reducing agents, such as water. Unfortunately,
unless the electron transfer partner is converted irreversibly
into another species, the hack electron transfer occurs so
rapidly that, in homogeneous solution, no net reaction occurs
(28). Much of the effort in solar energy research is in searching
for ways to ultilize this electron transfer to convert and store
solar energy (29,301.

Figure 5. A modified Jabionski diagram tor Cr(ureak3+,showing me relationships
of energy (vertical)and geametrylsire (abscissa)among the various excited
states and the ground state. Radiative transitions are shown as straight lines.
non-radiative, as wavy lines.
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Mechanisms
All of the ahove considerations are combined in order to
describe a possible mechanism for reaction in accord with the
available experimental data. A mechanism is a set of elementary reactions postulated to occur in the system. Rate
constant expressions for each reaction are then combined to
provide overall rate and quantum yield expressionswhich may
he compared with experiment.
The quantum yield represents the efficiency of a photochemical reaction based on the number of molecules undergoing a change per photon absorbed. The experimental
quantum yield is therefore defined as

a=

rate of reaction
rate of light absorption

(7)

although it is often determined by the integrated form, valid
for small percent conversions:
Q. =

yield of reaction
amount of light absorbed

In order to compare the predictions of the mechanism with
these experimental data, a corresponding mechanistic quantum yield expression is required. The following simple general
mechanism serves to illustrate the method of attack:
A+hu-*A

-

Rote = I ,

+ hul,,,

(9)

Rate = h,,[*A]

(10)

*A-B

Rote = k,h,,[*A]

(11)

*A+Q-A+'Q

Rote = h,['A][Q]

(12)

*A

A

in which *A is an excited state molecule that luminesces,
reacts to form B, and is quenched by Q. With continuous illumination, the concentration of *A will almost immediately
reach a steady state concentration in which its net rate of
formation will he vanishingly small compared with other rates
in the system. Thus
-=
dt

I , - k Z A I - k c h d * A l - hJ*Al[QI

(13)

If this is set equal to zero, it follows that

The quantum yields are given by

After pulse excitation, the excited state decays according
to the first order equation

I t thus decays exponentially (in this simple case) according
to
7=

1

k, + kchem + kJQ1

(18)

The quantum yield expressions of eqns. (15) and (16) therefore
can he written as
$behem = kchemi
(19)
hum= kOT
(20)
The mechanism predicts that the quantum yields and the
lifetime will vary with quencher concentration as

a,chat /:.,r ,:an

111.

wmpared

\r

and intensity of absorbed light, amount and identity of the
reaction products, rates of decay of emission or excited state
absorption, quantum yields, and lifetimes. Their measurement presents different problems to an inorganic photochemist from those facing the organic photochemist. In the
following we identify some of these special techniques and
describe some of the apparatus appropriate to these
studies.
Light Sources

The usual light sources used by photochemists over the
years, such as mercury arcs, are descrihed quite adequately
in Calvert and Pitts' book (4). The sun was a t one time the
standard source for photochemistry (31), hut was replaced by
arc lamps. Among these, meicury arcs in various forms (very
low pressure for the resonance lines at 185 and 254 nm, medium pressure "point" sources, and high pressure high intensity lamps) have remained important. They have an advantage over other sources in that they have a more or less line
spectrum so that it is relatively easy to obtain monochromatic
light. Xenon arcs give intense light in the visible hut their
spectrum is nearly continuous. For fast studies, the flash
lamps of Norrish and Porter (32) permit studies down to the
~s range.
Now we have the laser, in all of its manifold forms. Inorganic
photochemistry has greatly henefited from these developments far more than organic photochemistry, since organic
molecules generally require UV light and such lasers are only
more recently on the scene.
The workhorse laser has proven to he the rare gas ion laser.
This is a CW (continuous wave) laser with wavelengths
grouped near the green and hlue region of the spectrum. The
intensity of such a laser is extremely high; for the first time,
photochemists are not complaining about having too little
light. A dye laser excited by an ion laser provides, with some
loss of intensitv, all wavelennths from 300 to 1030 nm. On a
chemically except for some porphyrin work, especially as the
ion laser-dve laser combination covers its 632 nm wavelength
.
adequatel;.
The other useful lasers are intermittent. Rubv lasers (694
nm or doubled 347 nm) and neodymium lasers (1060 nm,
doubled a t 530 nm, tripled to 353 nm, and quadrupled to 265
nm) provide intense bursts of light which, if Q-switched, can
he as short as 10 ns. Mode-locking and pulse selection can
provide a duration of 20 ps. The shortest pulses so far achieved
are obtained from a mode-locked, ring dye laser with which
pulses of 55 fs have been measured (fs = femtosecond = 10-l5
8) (33).
Excimer lasers use a mixture of a rare gas and fluorine or
hydrogen chloride. They give intense 15 ns pulses a t UV
wavelengths, such as 193,222,249, and 303 nm, depending on

i f n the S t t w - \ ' < h t , rwnitanr.

KG\. h a ~ n v c l n m ;I uuantuni \.irld i . r n w n t r : ~ t ~ or hl ~t ( w e

~ i g6).
:

When several excited states are involved, as is usually the
case, the mechanism naturally becomes more complex and a t
the same time more ambiguous. There are almost always more
parameters, such as rate constants, than there are independent data sets to determine them.
Methods
Figure 6. Stern-Volmer quenching of reineckata ion phosphorescence by hex*
cyanochromate(ll1).
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the filling gases. Some can he operated a t 100 Hz, giving the
equivalent of an intense UV laser in CW mode. At 337 nm
there is the "poor man's" laser, using nitrogen gas; it can he
constructed with a minimum of eminment and exveuse. hut
the energy obtained per pulse is or&k of magnitude less than
either an excimer or a doubled neodvmium YAG laser. Neverthelt.. wen nilrcrgcti 1n.t r i ;ire tntt n;e enc~ught u pump a
(Iw l . w r mid 111.1: :Iiilf the k h f f u l..~~yer
\v.trt.l~nzth,rhurw
h i the operator.
Liaht
- intensity Measurement
Absolute measurement of the amount of light absorbed by
a svstem in terms of whotons or the mole eauivalent. einsteins.

an accurate determination of absorbed light intensity, as is
required for quantum yields, the fractional decomposition of
a reactant must he kept small, and it must beestablished that
the product does not absorb strongly a t the excitation wavelength used.
T o measure quantnm yields for fluorescence and phosphorescence, hoth the ahsorbed and emitted intensities must
be measured. Although the absorbed light may he monochromatic, the emission is not. Therefore the emission spectrum must he measured as a function of wavelength with a
detector that has been calibrated with respect to its photon
sensitivity a t different wavelengths. Alternately, a "quantum
counter" detector can be used (35). This is simply a fluorescent solution such as rhodamiue B, with unitary quantum
yield for emission independent of excitation wavelength.
Rhodamine absorbs the luminescence whose quantum yield
is to be measured and emits its own fluorescence which can
be measured by a photomultiplier. Such a system is easily
calibrated by using another emitting solution with a known
emission quantum yield. A microprocessor-controlled spectrofluorimeter can he .
vroerammed to give absolute auantum
yields and, as a bonus, can give corrected excitation
spectra.
Quantum Yields and Lifetimes
A quantum yield in the experimental sense is the ratio of
the yield of a product (or disappearance of a reactant) divided
by the total light absorbed, both in compatible units; it must
he assumed that a small fractional conversion occurs in order
to insure that hoth the rate of reaction and intensity of light
absorbed are constant. Alternativelv, it can he considered to
he the rate of reaction divided by the light intensity measured
a t the same time (eqns. (7) and (8)).
Aside from an absorbed light intensity measurement,
quantum yield determinations thus require the yield, or rate
of a product or reactant change, to be measured. It is far more
accurate generally to measure a small amount of product
formed than a small decrease in a reactant. The methods applied are as diverse as the reactions studied. They are far too
numerous to be considered here, hut include spectrophotometric (36), pH (37),EMF (38),and HPLC (39) methods.
It often suffices to measure only relative quantum yields,
as, for example, when exploring the extent of quenching of a
reaction as a function of the concentration of quencher. Then
only the ratio of the nnqueuched to quenched quantum yields
is required, and it is, by the Stern-Volmer mechanism, propottional to the qnencher concentration (eqn. (21)).
A auantitv that is related through a reaction mechanism
to thequantum yield is the lifetime i f an excited state. If there
is either fluorescence or .
vhosvhorescence.
the decav in in.
tensity of the emission is measured by a simple detectorloscilloscove combination. or a more sowhisticated awvaratus
such as-a boxcar integrator or single photon counting with
appropriate gating. A flash lamp excitation will be adequate
790
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iur tn> lit', linw>,but 3 ~ ) - ~ w ~ t1ast.r
r h dur nitrce~enI>,>er:s
uew.sir\. i$lrlit; tunes ihwn I,, t < n - . < . i ~F,.r
~ s -hurter lii+tlmts
still, the techniques are more difficult, requiring a modelocked laser with .
ws .
wulse durations and deconvolutiou of the
intensity-time profile.
If the decay is exponential over several lifetimes, then a
numerical lifetime can he assigned and often interpreted.
Non-exwonential decays are more difficult to treat, even to
resolve them into two lifetimes. Such may represent emission
from two different excited states (40) or from the same excited
state in several different sites (41).
If emission is too weak to he observed, the absorption
spectrum of excited state molecules can often be followed after
pulse excitation.
Mechanisms
Once the experimental data are established for a photochemical svstem (hut unfortunatelv. thev are never com-

.

.

can he measured experimentally and can he related, via a
sueeested mechanism. to ratios of rate constants of the elementary reactions proposed as part of the mechanism. The
goal of a complete mechanism is always an elusive thing because ever increasing levels of sophistication and understanding are called for. When the data are incomvlete, Darts
or all ofihe mechanism remain ambiguous or evencompietely
incorrect. This is largely the situation in inorganic photochemistry, so there is much more work to he done.
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